
About

Massagegun-pro.com is a trade company with a one stop shop ecommerce store. They

sell massage guns. They focus on bringing the hottest merchandise at an affordable

price with reliable quality.

Goals

● Reduce cost per conversion to $25 or less
● Maximize Adwords budget by getting as much impression share as possible
● Save time spent on managing their Adwords account in house.

What we achieved

Simply put – in just three months, the Inov8lab SEO campaign gave

Massagegun-pro.com the digital and SEO presence it needed to successfully

enter the U.S. market – especially in a hotspot like San Francisco. When Brett

finds something that his competitors are doing that he thinks will help, the

Inov8lab team is always quick to respond and make the changes so

Massagegun-pro.com is always on the top of its SEO game.

For Massagegun-pro.com, Inov8lab was focused on getting the fundamentals

right. It was important to them to invest in SEO as a high priority. Brett, like

Inov8lab, knows that SEO has the potential to have a huge return on

investment. By continuing to partner with Inov8lab he knows that his

marketing dollars are well spent because Inov8lab uses data and in depth



analysis to determine every aspect of the SEO strategy. Instead of a

boilerplate strategy given to every client, every aspect of Inov8lab SEO is

tailored to the individual company, its industry, and the SEO goals which is

why Inov8lab clients continue to be successful month after month.

Results

● Successfully Entered the Market

● In just three months Massagegun-pro.com saw a 55% increase in

unbranded keyword clicks, a 33% increase in goal completions, and

gained 1,491 target keyword positions. Not bad for a small business just

entering a major new market.

Increasing Visibility

● Massagegun-pro.com is unique in that it doesn’t operate a CRM. For other

agencies, this proved to be a problem because every tweak required a

little extra legwork. Inov8lab worked with Brett through the SEO audit to

determine the best approach to implement recommendations – both the

immediate and long-term. Armed with a purposeful SEO strategy,

Massagegun-pro.com is ready to take on one of the fastest growing

industries.




